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Abst rac t - -A  simple approach ispresented to establish that if F is essential and F c~ G, then G is 
essential. We discuss 
(i) the case when the multivalued map has closed (or weakly closed) graph, and 
(ii) the case when the set valued map has continuous (or weakly continuous) selections. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1], we introduced the notion of an essential map for DKT, WDKT,  and more general maps. 
There we showed that if F is essential and F -~ G, then G has a fixed point. However, in this 
paper, we are interested in establishing a stronger property; namely, we want to give criteria 
which guarantee that G is essential. The paper will be divided into two main sections. In 
Section 2 we present continuation principles for multivalued maps which have continuous (or 
weakly continuous) selections, and Section 3 is devoted to maps which are upper semicontinuous 
(or weakly upper semicontinuous). 
To conclude the introduction we present the notion of a DKT map [2]. Let Z and W be 
subsets of Hausdorff topological vector spaces Y1 and ]I2 and let F be a multifunction. We say 
F E DKT(Z,  W) if W is convex and there exists a map B : Z -* W with co (B(x)) C_ F(x) for 
all x E Z, B(x) ~ @ for each x E Z and the fibres B- l (y )  = {z : y E B(z)} are open (in Z) for 
each y E W. 
THEOREM 1.1. (See [2].) I f  Z is paracompact, W is convex and F E DKT(Z ,W) ,  then there 
exists a continuous election (single-valued) f : Z -~ W of F. 
2. DKT AND WDKT MAPS 
This section is devoted to the study of multivalued maps which have continuous (or weakly 
continuous) selections. We first discuss the strong topology situation. In this case, E will be a 
Fr~chet space, C a convex subset of E and U an open subset of C. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. F E DKTM(U, C) if F E DKT(U, C) satisfies Property (A); here -U denotes 
the closure of U in C. 
REMARK 2.1. In applications usually Property (A) means the map is compact or more generally 
condensing and bounded. 
DEFINITION 2.2. We let F E DKTMou(U,C)  if F E DKTM(U,C) with x q~ F(x)  for x E OU; 
here OU denotes the boundary of U in C. 
DEFINITION 2.3. We say f E CCB(U,C) if f :  U ~ C is single valued, continuous, and satisfies 
Property (A). 
DEFINITION 2.4. A map F E DKTMou(U, C) is essential in DKTMou(U, C) f f for any continu- 
ous selection f : U ~ C o fF  there exists xg E U with xg = g(Xg) for every g E CCB(U, C) with 
x # g(x) for x E OU and g[ou = f[ov. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a F~dchet space, C a convex subset orE  and U an open subset of C. 
Suppose F, G E DKTM(U, C) and let f : U -* C (respectively, g : U ~ C) be any continuous 
selection of F (respectively, G) guaranteed from Theorem 1.1. Assume the following conditions 
hold: 
G is essential in DKTMou (-U, C), 
x q~ A F(x) + (1 - A) G(x), for x E OU and A E (0, 1], 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
and 
m 
for any continuous # : U --~ [0, 1] with lz(OU) = 0 and for any map 
h E CCB_ (-U, C) with h[ou = f[ou and x # h(x) if x E OV, the map (2.3) 
r ,  : U --~ C, given by r~,(x) = #(x)h(x)  + (1 -  #(x))g(x) ,  satisfies 
Property (A). 
Then F is essential in DKTMou(U, C). 
PROOF. Let h E CCB(U, C) with h[ou = f[ou and x # h(x) for x E OU. We must show there 
exists x E U with x = h(x). Consider 
B = {x E U :x  = th(x)  + (1 -  t)g(x) for some t E [0,1]}. 
Notice B # 0 since G is essential in DKTMou(U, C) (so in particular g : U --* C has a fixed point). 
The continuity of h and g imply B is closed (in C). Also (2.2), together with G E DKTMau(U, C), 
implies B n OU = 0 (note if x = th(x)  + (1 - t) g(x) for some t E [0,1] and x E OU then 
x E tF (x )  + (1 - t) G(x) since h[ou = f]ou). Thus there exists a continuous # : U ~ [0, 1] with 
#(OU) = 0 and #(B) = 1. Define a map r~ : U --* C by 
r , (x)  = #(x) h(x) + (1 - #(x) g(x). 
Note r ,  E CCB(U,C) from (2.3) and also r~lou = g[ou since ~(OU) = O. Thus r ,  E CCB(U,C) 
with x # r~(x) for x E OU and r~[ou = g[ou. Now since G is essential in DKTMov(U,C)  there 
exists x E U with x = r~,(x). Thus, x E B and so/~(x) = 1. Consequently, x = h(x) for x E U, 
and so the proof is complete. 1 
We next present a result which is useful in determining whether the zero map (or more generally 
the constant map) is essential in DKTMou(U, C). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a Frdchet space, C a closed, convex subset orE,  U an open subset of C 
and 0 E U. Assume the following conditions hold: 
for any closed, convex set D C_ C and for any map r E CCB(D,D),  we 
have that there exists x E D with x = r(x), 
(2.4) 
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and 
for any map 0 •CCB (U, C) with O[ou = 0 and x ~ O(x) for x • OU, 
the map J : D --* D, given by 
f o(x), • e u, 
J(x) I O, xq~ U, 
(2.5) 
satisfies Property (A ). 
Then the zero map is essential in DKTMou(U, C). 
REMARK 2.2. Now r E CCB(D, D) if r : D ~ D is single valued, continuous, and satisfies 
Property (A). 
PROOF. Let G(x) = {0} for x E U and let ~ E CCB(U, C) with x ~ 0(x) for x E OU and 
O[ou = 0 (note g(x) = 0 for x E U). We are required to show that there exists x e U with 
x = 0(x). Let D = ~-6 (0(U)) and let J : D --* D be defined as in (2.5) (with the above 8). Now 
J E CCB(D, D) and (2.4) guarantees that there exists x E D with x = J(x). Now if x ~ U we 
have x = r(x) = 0, a contradiction. Thus x E U, so x = J(x) = ~(x). I 
REMARK 2.3. It is possible to replace the Fr~chet space E in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 with a normal 
Hausdorff topological space E provided U is assumed to be paracompact. Indeed if Property (A) is 
strong enough to guarantee that B is compact then in fact it is enough to assume E is a Hansdorff 
topological space (which of course is automatically completely regular) and U is paracompact. 
Next we discuss the weak topology situation. Let E be a Banach space, C a convex subset 
of E and U a weakly open subset of C. Also E = (E, w) will denote the space E endowed with 
the weak topology. Recall E = (E, w) is Tychonoff. 
We write F E WDKT(U w, C) (here U w denotes the weak closure of U in C) if there exists a 
map B : U w ~ C with co(B(x)) C_ F(x) for all x E U w, B(x) ~ 0 for each x e U w and the 
fibres B- l (y )  are weakly open (in U w) for each y E C. From Theorem 1.1, we immediately have 
the following result. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let E be a Banach space, C a convex subset o rE  and U a weakly open subset 
of C. Suppose U ---~ = (U ---w, w) is paracompact and F E WDKT(U -~, C). Then there ex/sts a 
weakly continuous election (single valued) f : U w -* C of F. 
We shall assume for the remainder of this section that U w = (U w, w) is paracompact. 
DEFImTION 2.5. F E WDKTM(U ~, C) i f F  E WDKT(U w, C) satisfies Property (A). 
: = =  
DEFImTION 2.6. We say F E WDKTMou(U~,C)  if F E WDKTM(Uw,C)  with x q~ F(x)  for 
x E OU; here OU denotes the weak boundary of U in C. 
DEFINITION 2.7. We say f E WCCB(Uw,C)  if f : U w --* C is single valued, weakly continuous 
and satisfies Property (A). 
DEFImTION 2.8. A map F • WDKTMou(U ~, C) is essential in WDKTMou(U w, C) if  for any 
weakly continuous election f : U ~ --, C of F there exists xg E U with x 9 = g(xg) for every 
g E WCCB(U ---~, C) with x # g(x) for x 60U and g[ou = f[ou. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let E be a Banach space, C a convex subset of E, U a weakly open subset 
o£C and U w = (Uw,w) is paracompact. Suppose F,G • WDKTM(Uw,C) and let f : U w --* C 
(respectively, g : U - '~  --~ C) be any weakly continuous election of F (respectively, G) guaranteed 
from Theorem 2.3. Assume the following conditions hold: 
G is essential in WDKTMou U(-U ~, C) ,  (2.6) 
x q~ A F(x) + (1 - A) G(x) for x E OU and A e (0, 11, (2.7) 
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and 
m 
for any V C_ U w and for any map h • WCCB(U w, C) with h[ou = f[ou 
and x # h(x) if  x • OU, if  V C_co (h(V) U g(V)), then V w is weakly 
compact, 
for any weakly continuous # : U w --* [0, 1] with #(OU) = 0 and for any 
map h • WCCB(Uw, C) with h[ou = f[ou and x # h(x) if x • OU, the 
map r u : V w ~ C, given by ru(x ) = #(x) h(x) + (1 - #(z)) g(x), satisfies 
Property (A ). 
Then F is essential in WDKTMou(U ~, C). 
PROOF. Let h • WCCB(U w, C) with hiou = f[ov and x # h(x) for x • OU and consider 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
B = {x • -~:  x = t h(x) + (1 - t)g(x) for some t • [0, 1]}. 
It is easy to see that B # 0 is weakly closed (in C). In fact, B is weakly compact since 
B C_ co (h(B) U g(B)) ,  
so (2.8) implies B = B w is weakly compact. Also notice (2.7) guarantees B N OU = 0. Consider 
C = (C, w), the space C endowed with the weak topology. Now C is Tychonoff [3] with B 
compact and OU closed. Thus there exists a continuous # : U w ~ [0, 1] with #(OU) = 0 and 
#(B) = 1. 
Returning to the strong topology situation, we note that # : U w ~ [0, 1] is weakly continuous. 
Define a map r u : U w ~ C by 
ru (x )=#(x)h(x )+(1  -#(x) )  g(x). 
m 
Now r u • WCCB(U w, C) with ru[ou = g[ov and this together with (2.6) implies that there exists 
x • U with x = rt,(x ). Thus, x • B and so #(x) = 1. As a result x = h(x) for x • U. I 
THEOREM 2.5. Let E be a Banach space, C a closed, convex subset of E, U a weakly open 
subset of C, U t° = (U w, w) is paracompact, and 0 • U. Assume the following conditions hold: 
and 
for any closed, convex set D C_ C and for any map r • WCCB(D, D), 
we have that there exists x • D with x = r(x), 
(2.1o) 
for any map 0 E WCCB (U-~,) with Olou = 0 and x # e(x) for x • OU, 
the map J : D --~ D, given by 
f o(x), x • vw, (2.11) 
J (x)  
0, x ~t U w, 
satisfies Property (A). 
Then the zero map is essential in WDKTMou(U w, C). 
REMARK 2.4. Now r • WCCB(D, D) if r : D ~ D is single valued, weakly continuous and 
satisfies Property (A). 
PROOF. Let G(x) = {0} for x e U w and let 0 • WCCB(U w, C) with x # O(x) for x • OU and 
O[au = 0 (noteg(x)  = 0 for x • Uw). Let D =V6(8(Uw)) and let J :  D ~ D be defined as 
in (2.11) (with the above 0). Now J • WCCB(D, D) so there exists x • D with x = J(x) .  Also 
x • U so z = J (z)  = O(z). I 
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3. CLOSED AND WEAKLY CLOSED MAPS 
In this section, we begin with the weak topology. Let E be a Banach space, C a convex subset 
of E and U a weakly open subset of C. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We say F • WUM(U w, C) if F : U w --* WK(C) is weakly upper semicontinuous 
and satisfies Property (A );,here WK(C) denotes the family of nonempty, weakly compact subsets 
of C. 
DEFINITION 3.2. We say F • WUMou(U --~, C) if F • WUM(U '°, C) with x ~ F(x) for x • OU. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A map F • WUMou(UW, C) is essential in WUMou(U--~, C) if for every G • 
WUMou(U "~, C) with Glou = Flou there exists x • U with x • G(x). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a Banach space, C a convex subset of E and U a weakly open subset 
of C. Suppose F, G • WUM(U w, C) and assume the following conditions hold: 
G is essential in WUMou U(-U W, C) ,  (3.1) 
x ~ A F(x) + (1 - A) G(x) for x • OU and A • (0, 1], (3.2) 
and 
for any V c_ U ----~ and for any map H • WUMou(U% C) with Hlou = 
Flou, i fY  c_ co (H(V) U G(V)), then V ~° is weakly compact, 
(3.3) 
satisfies Property (A). 
Then the zero map is essential in WUMou (U--~, C). 
and 
for any map 8 • WUMou(U -'-'~, C) with OIou = {0}, the map J : D 
WK(D), given by 
f O(z), z•V~, 
J(x) 
(0}, x C U~, 
REMARK 3.1. Now R E WUM(D, D) if R : D ~ WK(D) is weakly upper semicontinuous and 
satisfies Property (A). 
(3.6) 
m 
for any weakly continuous # : U w --* [0, 1] with #(OU) = 0 and for any 
map H E WUMou(U w, C) with H[ou = F[~u, the mapR~, : U w (3.4) 
WK(C), given by nu(x) = #(x) H(x) + (1 - #(x)) G(x), satisfies Prop- 
erty (A). 
Then F is essential in WUMou (U w, C). 
PROOF. Let H e WUMou(U w, C) with HIou = Fiau and consider 
B = {x E Uw:x  6 tH(x) + (1 - t )a (x )  for some t e [0, 11}. 
It is easy to see that B # @ is weakly closed in C. (Note H and G are weakly upper semicontinuous 
with weakly compact values.) In fact, B is weakly compact since 
B C_ co (g (s )  U G(B)), 
so (3.3) implies B = B w is weakly compact. Since B n OU = 0, there exists a weakly contin(uous 
# : U ---U --* [0,1] with #(OU) = 0 and #(B) = 1. Define R ,  as in (3.4) (with the above H). Now 
R~, E WUMou(U w, C) with R,  Iou = Glou and this together with (3.1) implies that there exists 
x E U with x E R,(x). Thus x 6 B and so #(x) = 1. As a result x 6 H(x) for x E U. I 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E be a Banach space, C a closed, convex subset of E, U a weakly open 
subset of C, and 0 e U. Assume the following conditions hold: 
for any closed, convex set D C_ C and for any map R 6 WUM(D,D), (3.5) 
we have that there exists x 6 D with x 6 R(x), 
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PROOF. Let G(x) = {0} for x • U w and let 0 • WUMou(UW,C) with O[ou = {0}. Let 
D = ~-6 (0(Uw)) and let J be given as in (3.6) (with the above 8). Now J • WUM(D, D) so there 
exists x • D with x • J(x). Also x • U so x • J(x) = O(x). | 
It is possible also to consider weakly closed maps instead of weakly uppersemicontinuous maps. 
DEFINITION 3.4. We say F • WM(Uw,C) if F : U w ~ WC(C) has weakly dosed graph and 
satisfies Property (A); here WC(C) denotes the family of nonempty, weakly closed subsets of C. 
DEFINITION 3.5. We say F • WMou(UW,C) if F • WM(U%C) with x q~ F(x) for x • OU. 
DEFINITION 3.6. A map F • WMou(UW, C) is essential in WMou(Uw,C) if for every G E 
WMou(U~, C) with G[ou : F[ou there exists x • U with x • G(x). 
Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 3.1 now establishes the following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let E be a Banach space, C a convex subset orE, U a weakly open subset of C, 
and 0 • U. Suppose F • WM(U w, C) and assume the following conditions hold: 
the zero map is essential in WMou (-U W, C) , (3.z) 
x ¢ A F(x), for x • OU and A • (0, 1], (3.8) 
and 
for any V C_ U w and for any map H • WMou(U w, C) with H[ou = 
F[ou, if V C_ co ({0} U H(V)), then V ~ is weakly compact, 
(3.9) 
for any weakly continuous # : U w -+ [0, 1] with #(OU) = 0 and for 
any map H • WMou(UW,C) with H[ou = F[au, the map R~, : U - '~ --* (3.10) 
WC(C), given by R~(x) = #(x) H(x), satisfies Property (A). 
Then F is essential in WMou(U w, C). 
We now discuss the strong topology situation. In fact, the theory presented next includes the 
results for the weak topology case. Let E be a Hausdorff topological vector space, C a convex 
subset of E, and U an open subset of C. 
DEFINITION 3.7. We say F • A(U,C) if F : -U --* K(C) is upper semicontinuous and satisfies 
Property (A); here K(C) denotes the farnily of nonempty, compact subsets of C. 
DEFINITION 3.8. We say F • Aou(U, C) if F • A(U, C) with x ~ F(x) for x • OU. 
DEFINITION 3.9. A map F • Aou(U, C) is essential in Aou(-U, C) if for every G • Aou('U, C) 
with G[ov = F[ou there exists x • U with x • G(x). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let E be a Hausdorff topological vector space, C a convex subset ofF  and U an 
open subset of C. Suppose F, G • A(U, C) and assume the following conditions hold: 
G is essential in Aou (-U, C), 
x @ AF(x) + (1 - A)G(x), for x • OU and A • (0,1], 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
and 
- -  m 
for any V C_ U and for any map H • Aou(U, C) with H[ou = F[ou, if 
V C_ co (H(V) tA G(V)), then V is compact 
(3.13) 
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m 
for any continuous # : U --* [0, 1] with lz(OU) = 0 and for any map 
H E Aau(U, C) with Hiou = F[ou, the map R~ : U --* K(C), given by 
Ru(x) = #(x) H(x) + (1 - #(x)) G(x), satisfies Property (A). 
Then F is essential in Aou(U, C). 
PROOF. Let H E Aou(U, C) with H[ou = F[ou and consider 
(3.14) 
B = {x E -U:x E tH(x)  + (1 - t )a (z )  for some t E [0, 11}. 
It is easy to see that B ~ @ is closed in C, and in addition B is compact from (3.13). Now C is 
Tychonoff [3], and B n OU = 0, so there exists a continuous # : U --* [0, 1] with #(OU) = 0 and 
#(B) = 1. Define R~, as in (3.14) (with the above H). Now R~, E Aov(U,C) with RuIou = Giou 
and this together with (3.11) implies that there exists x E U with x E R,(x).  Thus x E B and 
so #(x) = 1. As a result x E H(x) for x E U. I 
REMARK 3.2. If E in Theorem 3.4 is in addition a normal space, then condition (3.13) is not 
needed if C is closed. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let E be a Hausdorff topological vector space, C a closed, convex subset orE, 
U an open subset of C, and 0 E U. Assume the following conditions hold: 
for any closed, convex set D C_ C and for any map R E A(D,D),  we 
have that there exists x E D with x E R(x), (3.15) 
and 
for any map 8 6 Aou(U,C) with 8[ou = {0}, the map J : D ~ K(D), 
given by 
[ 8(x), • e u, 
J(x) 
{0},  itv, 
satisfies Property (A). 
(3.16) 
Then the zero map is essential in Aou(U, C). 
REMARK 3.3. Now R E A(D, D) if R : D -~ K(D) is upper semicontinuous and satisfies 
Property (A). 
PROOF. Let G(x) = {0} for x E U and let 8 E Aou(U,C) with 8[ov = {0}. Let D = ~-5 (8(U)) 
and let J be given as in (3.16) (with the above 8). Now (3.15) implies there exists x E D with 
x E J(x). Also x E U so x E g(x) = 8(x). I 
We now consider closed maps instead of upper semicontinuous maps. 
DEFINITION 3.10. We say F E AC(U, C) if F : U --* KC(C) has closed graph and satisfies 
Property (A); here KC(C) denotes the family of nonempty, closed subsets of C. 
DEFINITION 3.1 1. We say F E ACau(U, C) if F E AC(-U, C) with x ~ F(x) for x E OU. 
DEFINITION 3.12. F E ACou(-U,C) is essential in ACou(-U,C) if for every G E ACou(-U,C) 
with G[ou = F[ou there exists x E U with x E G(x). 
Essentially, the same reasoning as in Theorem 3.4 establishes the following result. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let E be a Hausdorff topological vector space, C a convex subset of E, U an 
open subset of C, and 0 E U. Suppose F E AC(U, C) and assume the following conditions hold: 
the zero map is essential in ACau (-U, C) ,  
x it ,~ F(x),  for x E aU and A ~ (0, 1], 
(3.1r) 
(3.18) 
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and 
for any V C U and for any map H E ACou(U, C)T with Hiov = F]ou, 
i fV  c_ co ({0} U H(V)) ,  then V is compact, 
(3.19) 
for any continuous g : U ~ [0, 1] with #(OU) = 0 and for any map 
H E ACou(-U,C) with H[ou = Flay, the map R~, :'U --* KC(C) ,  given 
by Rg(x) = #(x) H(x), satisfies Property (A). 
Then F is essential in ACou(U, C). 
(3.20) 
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